
TBI-SPY 

Stay at Home Edition - Part 1 

We hope you are all healthy, safe, and staying at home. HOWEVER, since 
we are not physically together, we can still enjoy a virtual social event. TBI-
SPY will be cancelled for May, but we are posting modified clues from last 
year’s hunt for everyone to enjoy while at home. Please play along and 
post your updates on the TBI Facebook page.  

We aren’t formally keeping points this year, but we will keep score, on the 
honor system, for fun.  Once you’ve completed your hunt, please post your 
score to:  

https://tinyurl.com/TBISPY2020 

Do as many tasks as you can, by APRIL 30, in whatever order you’d like. 
Have fun and get LOTS OF POINTS!  

Rules (adapted from the event rules) 

1. Do not break any laws while doing TBI-SPY. You assume all risks. You 
should be able to do these clues by finding things around your house, 
yard, or on the internet – all should be doable without having to drive 
anywhere. 

 
2. This was meant to be done as a team event. For the 2020 edition, your 

team is your immediate household (aka quarantine buddies). 
 
3. While doing the formal TBI-SPY, you were required to take pictures to 

verify you completed a task. For this event, you don’t need to do that. 
BUT, if you do take pictures, please feel free to post them to TBI’s 
Facebook page or email them to tbispy@gmail.com, and we’ll post 
some of them.  

 

  

 

 

*If you have in-race questions, email tbispy@gmail.com. 
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 Find it in your house, around your house, or on the internet.   

 (You are encouraged to take a team photo and post it).  

1. (8 pts) Find a picture on the internet of a misspelling on a local 

business sign. 

2. (5 pts) Find a picture of the plaque for the winner of “The Bagel 

Inquiry.” 

3. (3 pts) What color shirts did TBI wear for the 2018 Skokie 4th of July 

parade? 

4. (6 pts) What was the entry number for TBI in the 2017 Skokie 4th of 

July parade? 

5. (Max 16 pts) Make a tower of your rolls of toilet paper. Get 2 points per 

foot of height. The towers must be free-standing without any packaging. 

6. (9 pts) Identify the local home of many Fillpots on display.  

7. (9 pts) This New York native liked to rest here between her world tours 

and union activities. Although 153 years old, it still looks new. Identify 

the location. 

8. (8 pts) Find a red, brown/orange, and green tree leaf (must have one of 
each). 

9. (Max 20 pts) Without making any changes to your current ‘work-from-
home’ desk, score 2 points for each of the following that are on your 
‘desk:’ stapler, tape dispenser, wired-work phone, pencil, blue pen, red 
pen, black pen, highlighter, half-filled coffee cup, water bottle, hand 
sanitizer, stress ball, notepad, flash drive, mouse pad. 

10. (Max 10 pts) Score 2 points for each type of canned beans you 
currently have in your pantry. 

11. (Max 10 pts) One point for each box of matzah you have in your house. 

12. (Max 20 pts) Score 2 points per day for each day that you’ve been 
wearing the clothes you have on right now.  



13. (5 pts) Find plants emerging from the soil. Bonus 3 points if there are 
flowers. 

14. (9 pts) Decide where you’d locally go lift one's "spirits", where there are 

"not many."  

15. (Max 15 pts) Score 1 point per box of pasta you have in your house. 

16. (Max 12 pts) Score 2 points for every unopened box of Girl Scout 
cookies you have. 

17. (Max 12 pts) Score 2 points for every empty box of Girl Scout cookies 
you currently have in your recycling/trash. 

18. (Max 50 pts) Score 5 points for every donation you’ve made to aid and 
support charitable groups during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

19. (Max 24 pts) Score 4 points for each sports flag currently being flown 
that you spot around your neighborhood. 

20. (10 pts) Spot someone riding a tandem bicycle. 

21. (Max 16 pts) Score 2 points for each virtual/remote TBI event you 
participated in between March 15 and April 30th. 

22. (Max 20 pts) Score 2 points for every elderly relative or neighbor you 
check in on between March 15 and April 30th. 

23. (Max 10 pts) Score 1 point for every book your team has read 

(collectively) while stuck at home. Feel free to post recommendations.  

24. (15 pts) Where exactly would you find the note that mentions where 

Princess Diana started her tour of Northwestern on June 4th, 1996? 

25.  (5 pts) Take a picture of your sidewalk art. 

26. (Max 10 pts) Score 2 points for every out of state license plate you 
spot. 

27. (Max 20 pts) Form a social distancing line (each person must be at 
least 6 ft apart from one another) and score 2 points for each person in 
your line. 

28. (15 pts) Stage a camp-out inside your house.  



29. (10 pts) Bake something from scratch.  

30. (10 pts) Do a puzzle, minimum 500 pieces. 

31. (Max 18 pts) Find records (2 points), cassettes (3 points), 8-tracks (5 

points), or reel-to-reel tape (8 points). 

32. (Max 20 pts) Score 1 point for every expired food item you currently 

have (must have expired prior to 3/1/20). 

33. (5 pts) Post a picture of an expired food item in your house (so Lori can 

see it) that is at least 2 years expired. 

34. (Max 10 pts) Score 1 point for each movie your complete team has 

watched during the pandemic. TV shows don’t count. 

35. (Max 10 pts) Score 2 points for every birthday parade or virtual birthday 

party you’ve attended while on lock-down.  

36. (5 pts) Find a rainbow in your neighborhood. 

37. (Max 14 pts) Score 2 points per different card/board game you and 

your team have played between March 15 and April 30th. 

38. (Max 18 pts) Score 2 points for each different type of sport ball you 

have. 

39. (Max 10 pts) Score 4 points per mile walked during one continuous 

walk. 

40. (8 pts) Email tbispy@gmail.com a clue we can include for our next 

hunt. 

 

 
Did you have a good time? Please let us know at tbispy@gmail.com, and 
we may send you another scavenger hunt to try! 
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